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Abstract. In recent years Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence
are reshaping the landscape of e-commerce and retail. Using advanced
analytics, behavioral modeling, and inference, representatives of these
industries can leverage collected data and increase their market perfor-
mance. To perform assortment optimization – one of the most fundamen-
tals problems in retail – one has to identify products that are present in
the competitors’ portfolios. It is not possible without effective product
matching. The paper deals with finding identical products in the offer of
different retailers. The task is performed using a text-mining approach,
assuming that the data may contain incomplete information. Besides the
description of the algorithm, the results for real-world data fetched from
the offers of two consumer electronics retailers are being demonstrated.
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1 Introduction

Over the last ten years, the share of people ordering goods or services online
increased significantly. In the United States between 2010 and 2019, e-commerce
sales as a percent of total retail sales tripled and reached 12 percent [24]. The
impact of machine learning and artificial intelligence in this context cannot be
neglected. Over 70% of surveyed tech executives see the positive impact of AI on
the retail industry, and 80% state that the use of AI allows maximizing profits [8].
Typically machine learning is currently being used for personalization of services,
managing relationships with customers and enterprise resource planning [23, 26,
12].
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Optimizing assortment corresponds to the problem of selecting a portfolio
of products to offer to customers to maximize the revenue [3]. Similarly, price
optimization represents a problem of finding the best pricing strategy that maxi-
mizes revenue or profit based on demand forecasting models [13]. Both are crucial
for gaining a competitive advantage in the market. To solve the aforementioned
issues, it is important to match products present in the offers of competitors to
the ones sold by the analyzed retailer. Such product matching is not a trivial
problem as it involves using the information provided by different retailers. Its
accuracy and completeness varies. Therefore designed algorithms have to deal
with different data types, missing values, imprecise/erroneous entries.

The task of this paper is to present a new algorithm of product matching. It
is based on analyzing product descriptions with text-mining tools. The matching
problem is formulated here as an instance of classification. Our approach uses
a decision-tree ensemble with gradient boosting as the learning algorithm. To-
gether with chosen text similarity measures, it allows us to successfully deal with
missing values and imprecise product descriptions. It is important to note that
we assume here that no structured data regarding technical product attributes
are available for both retailers – which is frequently the case.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next Section, an overview of exist-
ing approaches to product matching is being provided. It is followed by a brief
summary of text similarity measures and methods of word embeddings. These
elements serve as the methodological preliminary to the description of the pro-
posed algorithm presented in Section 3. It is followed by the results of the first
studies on the algorithm’s performance. Finally, the last Section of the paper
contains a conclusion and plans for further research.

2 Related work

2.1 Product matching

Product matching, in essence, can be perceived as an instance of a much broader
problem of entity matching. Given two sets of products A and B – also known
as product feeds – coming from two different sources (retailers) SA and SB , the
task of product matching is to identify all correspondences between products in
A and B. Such correspondence means that two matched products listed in A and
B represent the same real-world object. The match result is typically represented
by a set of correspondences together with similarity values sij ∈ [0, 1] indicating
the similarity or strength of the correspondence between the two objects [17].

There are not many machine learning papers dealing strictly with product
matching. In [16] authors perform sophisticated feature engineering along with
identifying product codes to improve matching performance. In [22] an approach
using Siamese networks standard neural network using fastText (on concatenated
product descriptions) is being tested. It also uses global product identifiers (if
available). In [1] one can find an interesting application of fuzzy matching – with
basic similarity measures (e.g. Q-grams and exact string matching). Study [20] is
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Text-Based Product Matching 3

the most complete one of the analyzed here. It uses both textual information as
well as images of products (feeding convolutional neural network). It uses stan-
dard Word2Vec embeddings and offers average matching performance. Finally,
when overviewing literature on product matching it is worth noting here that
there are no publicly available datasets, allowing us to test and compare vari-
ous approaches to product matching. Most of the studies are using customized
datasets – obtained or generated by authors themselves.

Product matching can be reformulated as a task of binary classification – its
goal is to assign element xij to one of the two classes/categories with a known
set of representative elements (known as the training set T ) [5]. For product
matching xij should represent a set of matching descriptors calculated for prod-
uct i from feed A and product j from feed B. Such descriptors should essentially
correspond to the similarity of products – calculated for different product at-
tributes. Classification outcome for a given pair should be either crisp decision
– match or no match, or matching probability value pij ∈ [0, 1] corresponding to
product similarity mentioned above.

There exists a variety of classification approaches that might be used in the
aforementioned problem. Among others Support Vector Machines (SVM) [10],
neural networks [9] or decision trees [18] could be named here.

As one of the typical features of product feeds is the incompleteness of prod-
uct descriptions, the algorithms that are designed to deal with missing values
are strongly preferred. Here we propose to use the XGBoost algorithm [6] based
on decision-tree ensemble with gradient boosting. One of its essential features is
treating the non-presence of attribute value as a missing value and learning the
best direction to handle such a situation.

In the subsequent part of the paper, we will treat product description as a
minimal set of features shown in Fig. 1 along with the exemplary product. The
feature set contains the product name, brand, product type (or in other words
category it belongs to). Besides these textual features, the product price is also
available. Problems with the accuracy of such description can manifest in the
form of:

1. errors in product’s titles and overusing it to list product’s attributes;
2. different structures of categories between two considered feeds;
3. missing brand;
4. hidden components of the price (e.g. costs of delivery).

To overcome these difficulties, product matching descriptors have to employ
soft similarity measures allowing to compare not only the strict set of words used
in the descriptions but also their semantic context. Possible solutions with this
respect will be covered in the next subsection of the paper.

2.2 Text Similarity Measures

Finding similarities between texts is an essential task for a variety of text-mining
applications. It can be perceived as a hierarchical procedure – with the similar-
ity of individual words situated at the bottom level of this structure. It is fun-
damental for analyzing higher-level similarities: of sentences, paragraphs and,
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Product description

Title Cyclone Master 2000

Brand Vacuum Titans

Product type Appliances -> Vacuum Cleaners

Price 299

Fig. 1. Elements of product description

documents. Words can be similar in two aspects: lexical and semantic. The first
corresponds to the occurrence of similar character sequences. On the other hand,
words are similar semantically if they are associated with the same/opposing
concepts or representing different kinds of objects of the same type. Lexical
similarity can be analyzed with string-based approaches, while semantic one is
usually tackled with corpus-based and knowledge-based algorithms. For a more
detailed outlook on the text similarity measures, one could refer to the survey
paper [11]. Here we will concentrate on lexical similarity as semantic context will
be captured with the additional tool – covered in the next subsection.

The string-based similarity is calculated either on a character basis or using
terms forming a string. The first approach tries to quantify differences between
the sequences of letters. One of the well-known technique of this type is Lev-
enshtein distance. Levenshtein distance between two words corresponds to the
minimum number of single-character edits (insertions, deletions or substitutions)
required to change one word into the other [27]. Damerau-Levenshtein distance
represents a generalization of this concept – by including transpositions among
its allowable operations [7].

As one of the most popular techniques of term-based similarity evaluation
Jaccard similarity could be named [14]. It is calculated by:

J(A,B) =
|A ∩B|
|A ∪B|

=
|A ∩B|

|A|+ |B|+ |A ∩B|
. (1)

It means that to obtain its value for text matching, one has to divide the
number of words present in both words by the number of words present in either
of the documents.
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2.3 Word Embeddings

The aim of word embedding is to find a mapping from a set of words to a
set of multidimensional – typically real-valued – vectors of numbers. A useful
embedding provides vector representations of words such that the relationship
between two vectors mirrors the linguistic relationship between the two words
[21]. In that sense, word embeddings can be particularly useful for comparing
the semantics of short texts.

The most popular approach to word embeddings is Word2Vec technique [19],
which can build embeddings using two methods: CBOW model, which takes the
context of each word as the input and tries to predict the word corresponding to
the context and skip-gram model. The latter takes every word in large corpora
and also takes one-by-one the words that surround it within a defined window
to then feed a neural network that after training will predict the probability for
each word to actually appear in the window around the focus word [25].

fastText is a more recent approach based on the skipgram model, where each
word is represented as a bag of character n-grams. A vector representation is
associated with each character n-gram, with words being represented as the sum
of these representations. What is important from the point of product matching
fastText allows us to compute word representations for words that did not appear
in the training data [4]. fastText, by default, allows us to obtain an embedding
with 300 real-valued features, with the models for a variety of languages already
built.

3 Proposed approach

The algorithm introduced here employs only textual features listed in Fig. 1 –
which are available for almost all product feeds. Matching descriptors are formed
of real-valued vectors consisting of 6 features:

1. The first element of the feature vector corresponds to the Jaccard similarity
obtained for titles of tested products from Feed A and Feed B. It is aimed
at grasping the simplest difference between products – in their names.

2. The second is calculated as the cosine similarity between 300-dimensional
fastText embeddings of product types, with prebuilt language models corre-
sponding to the retailer’s business geographic location. In this way, synonyms
used by different retailers in product categories are being properly handled.

3. The third feature corresponds to the Damerau-Levenshtein similarities cal-
culated for the brand of two products under investigation. It allows us to
ignore any typos or misspellings.

4. Fourth element is calculated as a relative price difference:

|priceA− priceB|
max(priceA, priceB)

(2)

and it is inspired by the fact that the same product sold by two different
retailers would be priced similarly for both of them.
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5. Finally, two last features are built using 2-dimensional embedding with Prin-
cipal Components Analysis [15] for the product type. It is obtained from the
300-dimensional fastText embeddings. It allows us to differentiate the impact
of other features between different product categories.

Constructed features serve as an input to classifier – pretrained using man-
ually processed dataset containing feature values and corresponding matching
labels. As a classifier extreme gradient boosting ensemble (XGboost) is being
used. Thanks to the sparsity-aware split finding algorithm, it is able to accu-
rately handle missing values (denoted as NaN), which might be present in the
dataset [2].

Figure 2 summarizes the detailed scheme of the algorithm.

4 Experimental Results

We have preliminarily tested the proposed approach on the real-world instance
of product matching. To achieve this goal, we have been using two product feeds
– obtained by web-scraping – from two EU-based consumer electronics retailers.

Feed A consists of 130 000 products, Feed B - of 30 000 items. Such an
imbalance of feeds sizes makes the problem even more challenging. In addition to
that, their category trees are not consistent. Examples of observed inconsistencies
were shown in Tab. 1. It can be seen that the same group of products are not
located for Feed A and Feed B under the same path in their category trees.

The matching model was trained using a set of 500 randomly chosen and
manually labeled (as match or no match) pairs of products. The testing dataset
consisted of 100 randomly chosen products from feed A. For the purpose of
subsequent analysis, matchings obtained from the classifier for this set of items
were again analyzed manually.

Table 1. Examples of inconsistencies in category trees

Feed A Feed B

Small appliances > Kitchen - cooking and food preparation > Kitchen utensils > Breadboxes Small appliances > Kitchen accessories > Breadboxes

Audio-video devices and TV sets > Car Audio and Navigation > Sound > Speakers Audio-video devices and TV sets > Car audio > Speakers

Parent Zone > Feeding > Breast pumps Small household appliances > For children¿ Breast pumps

Audio-video devices and TV sets > HiFi Audio > DJ controllers Audio-video devices and TV sets > Party > DJ controllers

Small household appliances > Home - cleanliness and order Small household appliances > Cleaning > Standard vacuum cleaners
> Vacuum cleaners > Standard vacuum cleaners

Figure 3 demonstrates feature importances during the training phase re-
ported by XGBoost. It can be seen that naturally, product title is a very impor-
tant factor to take into account while matching products. Still, other descriptors,
such as price ratio or category of product being matched, seem to have a non-
negligible impact.

Table 2 contains selected pairs with the highest matching probabilities cal-
culated with respect to the product from the main feed A. The first four rows
demonstrate examples of a perfect match – when the algorithm is able to recover
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Product 1 (Feed A)

TitleA [Text]

Matching descriptors

BrandA [Text]

Product_typeA [fastText embedding]

PriceA [Value]

Product 2 (Feed B)

TitleB [Text]

BrandB [Text]

Product_typeB  [fastText embedding]

PriceB [Value]

Jaccard Similarity (TitleA, TitleB)

CosineSim(Product_typeA, Product_typeB)

DamerauLevenshtein(BrandA, BrandB)

|PriceA-PriceB| / max(PriceA, PriceB)

Classifier

Match No Match

PCA2D(Product_typeA)

Fig. 2. Proposed product matching algorithm scheme
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0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Jaccard sim. (product titles)

Cosine dist. (fT representations of
product_types)

Damarau-Levenshtein (brand)

Price ratio

Feed category (2D embedding)

Fig. 3. Importance of features obtained while fitting model to the training dataset
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product similarities very well, even though in some cases, the compatibility for
product names is not perfect. The rest of the table presents cases where the algo-
rithm (as a matching probability threshold, a natural value of pij > 0.5 could be
chosen) was able to detect a no-match situation. In all of these cases, rejection
of matching was not so evident as product descriptions contained a lot of similar
elements.

Table 2. Selected matching results including both closest matched pairs and matching
probabilities

Product name (feed A) Product name (feed B) Matching probability

METROX ME-1497 Black Coffee grinder METROX ME-1497 0.86

ACER Nitro 5 AMD RYZEN 5 2500U/15.6”/8GB/256GBSSD/AMDRX560X/W10 ACER Nitro 5 (NH.Q3REP.021) Laptop 0.96

CANDY BIANCA BWM4 137PH6/1-S CANDY BWM4 137PH6 Washing Machine 0.90

BOSCH ADDON MUZ5CC2 Bosch Cube cutter MUZ5CC2 0.83

LAVAZZA Pienaroma 1kg LAVAZZA Qualita Oro 1kg Blended Coffee 0.28

BOSCH MSM 67190 BOSCH MSM 6S90B Blender 0.45

SANDISK CRUZER ULTRA 16 GB USB 3.0 SDCZ73-016G-G46 SANDISK USB/OTG Ultra Dual 256 GB USB 3.0 Memory 0.11

PHILIPS HD 9126/00 PHILIPS HD 4646/70 Electric Kettle 0.34

APPLE Leather Folio iPhone XS, Peony Pink APPLE Leather Folio for iPhone X Black 0.50

31%

62%

7%

Matched properly No match found Wrong matching

Fig. 4. Statistics of matching results

Figure 4 illustrates the results of matching quantitatively. It can be seen that
the majority of products from feed A have not found a match from a correspond-
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ing feed B. It is a natural consequence of inequality in the number of products
between those feeds. At the same time, of 38 obtained matches (with probabil-
ity > 0.5), 31 of them were correct (which accounts for 81% of all matches).
It demonstrates the robustness of the method and its reasonable performance
also when compared with other studies in the field of product matching (e.g. see
[20]).

5 Conclusion

The paper examined the possibility of using text-based machine learning algo-
rithms on sets of product feeds to obtain product matchings. Our goal was to
introduce the approach using the minimal amount of information from the prod-
uct description, at the same time tolerating inaccurate and missing information
provided in the product feeds.

Through the first round of experiments performed on the real-world data
the algorithm proved to be effective and robust. Further studies will involve
using additional, optional matching descriptors such as product images and their
technical features. Experiences from the field of product matching will be used
for building new category matching algorithms – which are also important from
the data presentation standpoint. The existing framework of obtaining product
descriptors could also be used for other tasks such as product grouping and
categorization.
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